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The role of hydrogen in future energy systems is widely acknowledged: from fuel for difficult-to-decarbonize appli- 

cations, to feedstock for chemicals synthesis, to energy storage for high penetration of undispatchable renewable 

electricity. While several literature studies investigate such energy systems, the details of how electrolysers and 

renewable technologies optimally behave and interact remain an open question. With this work, we study the 

interplay between (i) renewable electricity generation through wind and solar, (ii) electricity storage in batteries, 

(iii) electricity storage via Power-to-H 2 , and (iv) hydrogen commodity demand. We do so by designing a cost- 

optimal zero-emission energy system and use the Netherlands as a case study in a mixed integer linear model with 

hourly resolution for a time horizon of one year. To account for the significant role of wind, we also provide an 

elaborate approach to model broad portfolios of wind turbines. The results show that if electrolyzers can operate 

flexibly, batteries and power-to-H 2 -to-power are complementary, with the latter using renewable power peaks 

and the former using lower renewable power outputs. If the operating modes of the power-to-H 2 -to-power system 

are limited - artificially or technically - the competitive advantage over batteries decreases. The preference of 

electrolyzers for power peaks also leads to an increase in renewable energy utilization for increased levels of 

operation flexibility, highlighting the importance of capturing this feature both from a technical and a model- 

ing perspective. When adding a commodity hydrogen demand, the amount of hydrogen converted to electricity 

decreases, hence decreasing its role as electricity storage medium. 
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. Introduction 

Limiting global warming to 1.5 °C, which is projected to significantly

educe the risk of climate change, requires global CO 2 emissions to be

et-zero by 2050 [1] . This calls for an unprecedented transformation

f all sectors associated with greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs), e.g.

he power sector, agriculture, transportation, or industry. While tech-

ical solutions to effectively decarbonize local systems exist, the scale

t which they must be deployed remains a major challenge. To name

ust a few critical aspects: the switch to solar- and wind-based elec-

ricity generation at a national and international level causes spatial

nd temporal supply-demand mismatch that needs to be balanced; a

O 2 -neutral transportation sector requires new infrastructure and full

eplacement of fossil-driven internal combustion engines; and some key

arts of the industrial sector would require a complete process redesign

o avoid direct and indirect emissions. Clearly, multiple actions ranging

rom policy instruments to technical solutions are required to enable a

imely transition to a CO 2 -neutral society. In this framework, one im-

ortant contribution is switching to a hydrogen economy. Although it
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s subject to discussion how and to what extent this should be realized,

here is little doubt that hydrogen will play a key role in the future of

any sectors [2] . 

Several studies on integrating hydrogen into energy systems can be

ound in open literature. We can recognize four main clusters: (i) High

evel studies focused on the whole energy system, typically with lim-

ted technical details, (ii) sector-specific studies, e.g. H 2 for industry,

eating, or power market balancing, (iii) technical studies focused on a

pecific technology solution, e.g. wind turbines with electrolyzers or H 2 

ith CCS, and (iv) studies focused on the end-use of H 2 applications. We

ighlight and discuss a few important contributions from those clusters

n the following lines. 

Strachan et al. [3] investigated the role of hydrogen in the UK en-

rgy system with a strong focus on infrastructure. Endo et al. [4] , Dodds

t al. [5] , Ball et al. [6] , and Contreras et al. [7] studied the decarboniza-

ion of the transportation sector (especially road transport) for Japan,

he UK, Germany, and the region of Madrid, Spain, respectively. They all

ound a significant role for H 2 fuel cell vehicles. Capros et al. [8,9] and

gobbi et al. [10] analyzed more comprehensive decarbonization path-

ays for the EU, i.e. a broader set of technologies, energy carriers, and
021 
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Nomenclature 

Acronyms 

BoP balance of plant 

CCS carbon capture and storage/sequestration 

ENTSO-E European network of transmission system operators for 

electricity 

GHG greenhouse gas emissions 

KNMI Dutch meteorology institute 

LCOE levelized cost of electricity 

MES multi-energy system 

MILP mixed integer linear programming 

NGCC natural gas combined cycle 

O&M operation and maintenance 

PEMEC polymer electrolyte membrane electrolyzer 

PEMFC polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell 

PtH 2 power-to-hydrogen 

PV photovoltaic panels 

WT wind turbines 

Indices 

𝑖 technology 

𝑘 energy carrier 

𝑛 node 

𝑡 time 

Sets 

ℕ natural numbers including zero 

ℝ real numbers 

 set of all technologies 

 set of all nodes 

 hourly time horizon 

Variables 

A constraint matrix for continuous variables 

B constraint matrix for binary variables 

b constant term vector of MILP 

C constraint matrix for integer variables 

�̂� parameters of wind turbine cluster centroid 

d cost vector for continuous variables 

e cost vector for binary variables 

f cost vector for integer variables 

x continuous variable vector 

�̂� parameters of wind turbine 

y binary variable vector 

z integer variable vector 

 distance between nodes 

𝑐 present value investment cost 

𝑐 inv installed cost/total cost 

𝐷 water depth 

𝑑 distance to coast 

𝐸 energy content 

𝑒 emission factor 

𝐸 

in energy input 

𝐸 

out energy output 

𝐹 fuel input 

𝑓 fraction of installation cost over total cost 

𝐹 max maximum fuel input 

𝐹 min minimum fuel input 

𝑔 influence of ambient temperature 

ℎ hub height for wind turbines 

𝐿 end-user demand 

𝐿 

SDC self-discharge loss 

𝑁 number of installed wind turbines 

𝑁 

c number of curtailed wind turbines 
w  

2 
𝑁 

max maximum number of wind turbines 

𝑃 output power 

𝑝 price 

𝑃 max maximum power output for given weather conditions 

𝑃 r rated power for wind turbines 

𝑟 spacing radius for wind turbines 

𝑟 ∗ discount rate 

𝑆 installed size 

𝑆 max maximum size 

𝑆 min minimum size 

𝑆𝐹 scaling factor for wind turbines 

𝑇 amb ambient temperature 

𝑈 energy import 

𝑢 average distance between individuals between neigh- 

boring clusters 

𝑣 wind speed 

𝑣 in cut-in wind speed for wind turbines 

𝑣 out cut-out wind speed for wind turbines 

𝑣 r rated wind speed for wind turbines 

𝑤 average distances between individuals within cluster 

𝑥 ON/OFF status 

 area designated for wind turbines 

 silhouette value of cluster 

𝛼 connectivity 

𝜒 objective function 

Δ self-discharge coefficient 

𝛿 euclidean distance 

𝜂in charging efficiency 

𝜂out discharging efficiency 

𝜆 cost coefficient 

𝜇 cost coefficient 

Φ weather conditions 

Π self-discharge coefficient 

𝜓 maintenance cost fraction 

𝜎 Installation decision for a given technology, boolean 

𝜏∗ Average time of electricity stored in batteries 

𝜏 in number of time intervals required to completely charge 

storage medium 

𝜏out number of time intervals required to completely dis- 

charge storage medium 

𝜃 set of performance parameters 

𝜉 energy flow 

ectors, and also found hydrogen to be an enabler for decarbonization.

ost of these studies point out the ability of hydrogen to balance the

upply-demand mismatch for electricity via power-to-hydrogen systems

PtH 2 ) as an additional advantage. However, being beyond their respec-

ive scope, none of these studies provide enough temporal, geographical,

r technological detail to fully investigate this effect. More recent stud-

es [11,12] tried to bring a greater level of detail to such system studies

y sophisticated multi-scale modeling approaches. However, they are

echnologically broad and do not investigate PtH 2 systems in detail. 

On the other hand, studies investigating the details of PtH 2 systems

xist but they usually stick to a relatively small scale. This is a result

f the trade-off between scale, time horizon, technical details, and tem-

oral resolution dominating the computational tractability. Marchenko

t al. [13] optimized an integrated power system, consisting of photo-

oltaics (PV), wind turbines (WT), batteries, and a PtH 2 system, to sup-

ly 10 kW and 100 kW of electricity in the Lake Baikal region in Rus-

ia. Zhang et al. [14,15] and Kalinci et al. [16] investigated similar sys-

ems to supply the electricity demand of an island, the former providing

reat detail by including power flow equations and reliability consid-

rations. Schnuelle et al. [17] tried to identify the best combination of

ind turbines and electrolyzers by comparing different electrolyzers and
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ncluding dynamic operation and transient power profiles. Bødal et al.

18] pointed out the importance of flexibility for PtH 2 in the integrated

lectricity and hydrogen energy systems for Texas in 2050, while Welder

t al. [19] studied the development of the H 2 network and storage in

ermany for mobility and industry; both studies adopt temporally and

eographically resolved optimizations but are focused mainly on the

conomic and environmental implications rather than technical details.

n stark contrast, Ishaq et al. [20] and Khalid et al. [21] took a thermo-

ynamic approach, providing exergy analyses of PV/WT/PtH 2 systems.

ore recently, the idea of creating a viable business case for PtH 2 by

articipating in the electricity and hydrogen markets gained some at-

raction. Koleva et al. [22] studied solar-driven hydrogen production

ith grid integration in California, Xiao et al. [23] studied a similar, but

ind-driven, system in Denmark, Apostolou [24] studied a stand-alone

tH 2 system to provide grid balancing and hydrogen for transportation

n Denmark, and Guinot et al. [25] studied a stand-alone system to pro-

ide grid balancing in France. The coherent conclusion of these studies

as that electricity grid balancing does not constitute a viable business

ase today but has great potential for the future when electrolyzer and

uel cell costs drop. Naturally, such studies focus on the operator’s point

f view rather than the integrated system’s optimum. 

Another important application of H 2 , albeit highly debated, is low-

arbon heat provision, both at residential and industrial level. Here, the

tudies span a broad range from domestic heating with fuel cells in co-

eneration mode [26] up to utility plant scale with renewable energy

ources [27] . The integration of and comparison with carbon-capture

ased routes is particularly important in this cost-sensitive sector as

hown by Sunny et al. [28] , who analyzed the regional transition of a

eating sector from natural gas-based to hydrogen-based infrastructure

n the UK, including H 2 and CO 2 infrastructure considerations. 

No matter its application, hydrogen has to be supplied in a low-

arbon manner to affect the carbon balance positively. The predomi-

ant technologies for hydrogen production are methane reforming, coal

nd biomass gasification, and electrolysis [2] . All of those technologies

an provide low-carbon hydrogen; to do so, reforming and gasification

rocesses require carbon capture and storage (CCS) technologies, while

lectrolysis requires carbon-free electricity - as for example provided by

 100% renewables-based energy system. 1 An analysis of low-carbon

ydrogen supply chains, including a comparison of different production

outes, is provided by Gabrielli et al. [29] . 

In this work we focus on renewables-based energy systems, which

s attracting a lot of interest despite being a relatively new field [30] .

n fact, Lund et al. [30] showed that there is still a lack of national and

lobal studies, and that Power-to-X embedded in those systems need

ore research. This agrees with the findings of the literature review

onducted in the course of the present work. In particular the applica-

ion of PtH 2 in renewables-based energy systems on national or interna-

ional scale was found to lack analyses where rigorous spatial-temporal

ptimization is coupled to adequate technical detail. Furthermore, the

ajority of studies listed so far pay little attention to storage of hydro-

en, despite being a crucial part of the PtH 2 system. Especially if the

tH 2 system is intended to be used for balancing, i.e. the electrolyzer

uns mainly on surplus electricity from renewables, the optimal sizing

nd operation of the hydrogen storage is an important and challenging

ssue that requires detailed technology models and adequate temporal

esolution. Understanding the operation in particular requires a suffi-

ient analysis time horizon to reveal seasonal effects. 

Hence, the research objective of the present study is to create a

eeper understanding of the role of H 2 as energy storage medium and

f its carbon-free production in a renewable-based energy system, in

articular wind-dominated as anticipated for the Netherlands (similar
1 It should be noted that ‘renewable’ does not necessarily imply ‘carbon-free’. 

n the context of this paper, we limit the term ‘renewables’ to energy sources 

ithout direct CO 2 emissions, e.g. wind, solar, or hydro. 

o  

o  

m  

a  

s  

3 
onditions may be found in other countries, e.g., UK and Denmark).

articular focus is put on (i) how such a system is optimally designed

nd operated in space and time, (ii) how constraining the operation of

lectrolyzers and fuel cells affects the system performance, and (iii) how

 commodity hydrogen demand affects the system design and operation.

ue to the aforementioned issues, an integral part of this research is to

rovide the methodological means that allow for such an analysis. Ac-

ordingly, the study goes beyond existing literature from different per-

pectives. On the one hand, it improves the understanding of the role

f H 2 in a 100% renewable energy system on a national scale by adopt-

ng a sophisticated modeling tool that (a) has reliable, thermodynamics-

ased technology models which build upon, and extend, previous work

n underground H 2 storage [31] and electrochemical technologies [32] ,

b) employs mathematical optimization considering both temporal and

patial discretization, allowing to co-optimize design and operation,

nd (c) couples the optimization of production and end-use technolo-

ies to infrastructure requirements and land availability. On the other

and, this study also provides new modeling techniques for consid-

ring large sets of preexisting and/or additionally built wind turbine

odels, which is a key design parameter for predominantly wind-based

ystems. 

As framework for this study, we target the design of an energy system

apable of supplying the whole Dutch electricity demand with maximum

enetration of renewables, balanced by batteries and/or PtH 2 with hy-

rogen storage in salt caverns. It considers hourly resolution for a time

orizon of one year and multiple nodes for geographical discretization.

he spatially resolved system was modelled as a mixed integer linear

rogram (MILP). To account for the volatility of wind, the model fea-

ures a detailed approach to model onshore and offshore wind turbines,

aking the vast set of currently existing turbines into consideration. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the system

escription, the scenarios simulated to answer the research questions,

he general optimization framework, and the wind turbine modeling

pproach (and performance). In Section 3 , we present the findings re-

arding the aforementioned research objectives. Finally, conclusions of

he work and recommendations are provided in Section 4 . 

. System description and optimization framework 

.1. System description and research design 

In this study, an autarchic multi-energy system (MES) for the Nether-

ands comprising two energy vectors (electricity and hydrogen) was

esigned. Electricity can initially be provided by photovoltaic panels

PV), wind turbines (WT), and, as a back-up, by natural gas combined

ycle (NGCC). The system can be balanced using batteries and/or a

tH 2 system, consisting of polymer electrolyte membrane electrolyzers

nd fuel cells (PEMEC and PEMFC), with hydrogen storage in salt cav-

rns. In order to investigate both seasonal and daily balancing effects, a

ime horizon of one year with hourly resolution was used. As shown in

ig. 1 , the system is also spatially aggregated into eight different zones

in the following referred to as nodes) of three types: offshore (three

odes), onshore (four nodes), and onshore with salt caverns (one node).

able 1 summarizes the available technologies for the different nodes.

n agreement with the Dutch geological features, the salt caverns are

xclusively located in the northern-most onshore node [33] . As shown

n Fig. 2 , wind turbines at offshore nodes produce electricity which is

ransported to the onshore nodes. At onshore nodes, electricity is pro-

uced by PV panels or wind turbines, stored in batteries, converted to H 2 

hrough a PEMEC, or used to supply an end-user demand. Hydrogen can

e stored in salt caverns, converted back to electricity through a PEMFC,

r used to supply and end-user demand. The NGCC is not shown as part

f the onshore node to emphasize that this technology is not specifically

odeled. Instead, it is represented as an electricity import whose cost

nd carbon rate are the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) and emis-

ion factor of an NGCC. This simplification is deemed justified since the
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Fig. 1. Spatial aggregation of the Netherlands and potential network layout for hydrogen and electricity. The right-hand side is simplified to show the connectivity, 

i.e. the distances are not representative. The numbers in the top-left corners are the node-IDs. 

Fig. 2. Graphic summary of the MES design approach. Note that the hydrogen-cavern is only available in the northern-most onshore node (compare with Fig. 1 and 

Table 1 ). 

Table 1 

Summary of available technologies for the different types of nodes. 

Node type Conversion technologies 

Balancing & storage 

technologies 

offshore WT 
–

onshore WT, PV, NGCC 
PEMEC, PEMFC, battery 

onshore w/salt cavern WT, PV, NGCC 
PEMEC, PEMFC, 

battery, salt cavern 

m  

f  

s  

b  

s  

e  

e
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e  

S  
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c

 

t  

F  
ain focus of this study is on zero-emission technologies. The reason

or including NGCC at all is that the feasibility of a zero-emission de-

ign is not certain beforehand - requiring some sort of energy supply

ack-up - and likely not economically optimal. As shown in the results
4 
ection, a zero-emission design proved to be feasible, but the NGCC is

xtensively used for cost-optimal designs with a non-zero constraint on

missions. 

For the transport of both electricity and hydrogen between the nodes,

 copper-plate approach was used as first modeling approach, i.e. the

arriers are free to move between the nodes without constraints, and

osts are neglected. As second step, we design both the hydrogen and

lectricity network. Discussion of this model relaxation is provided in

ection 3.2 . Finally, it is worth mentioning that a greenfield approach

s used, except for wind turbines, for which all present installations are

onsidered. 

In order to address the research objectives raised in the introduc-

ion, three types of simulations have been conducted as shown in Fig. 3 .

irst, the new wind turbine algorithm was assessed for its accuracy and
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Fig. 3. Overview of the executed computational experiments. 
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a  
omputation time by analysing the model outcome as function of the

ey modeling parameters. We did this by optimally designing the full

nergy system shown in Fig. 2 . Secondly, the base case, for which no

ydrogen commodity demand is present, was analysed. Despite the ab-

ence of commodity hydrogen demand, PtH 2 technologies are available

or storing electricity in the form of hydrogen. A Pareto optimization for

missions and cost was conducted, revealing the effect of CO 2 emission

imits on the system design. For the two extreme designs, i.e. minimum

ost and minimum emissions, a network was designed and analysed in a

ost-processing step. Finally, both integrated (electricity and hydrogen

emand) and stand-alone systems (hydrogen demand only) were de-

igned for different commodity hydrogen demands. The combination of

hese three types of analyses, namely base case design, stand-alone hy-

rogen design, and integrated design, allows to untangle the role of hy-

rogen in such systems. The problem is structured in an object-oriented

cript in Matlab R2018a [34] , reshaped as matrix system using YALMIP

oolbox [35] and solved with Gurobi v9 [36] . 

.2. Optimization framework and methodology 

The model in this work builds upon the framework developed by

abrielli et al. [32,37] , which optimizes the design and operation of MES

o supply a fixed demand, utilizing the energy hub approach [38] via

 mixed integer linear program (MILP). The general formulation of the

ILP reads 

min 
,y,z 

( d 

′x + e ′y + f ′z ) 

s.t. 

Ax + By + Cz = b 

x ≥ 0 ∈ ℝ 

𝑁 𝑥 , y ∈ {0 , 1} 𝑁 𝑦 , z ∈ ℕ 

𝑁 𝑧 

(1) 

here d , e , and f are the cost vectors with respect to continuous x ,

inary y , and integer variables z . A , B , and C are their respective con-

traint matrices and b is the constant term of the constraints. 𝑁 repre-

ents the dimensions of x , y , and z (indicated as subscript). More details

an be found in Appendix A , while the full formulation is presented in

abrielli et al. [37] . The model is geographically discretized and hourly

esolved, where the time horizon depends on the input data provided.

ne year is considered in order to capture seasonal effects while keeping

he computation time within reasonable bounds. To further reduce the

omputation time, 20 typical days were used to model the time horizon.

owever, this simplification was only applied to technologies assumed

o operate in a seasonal manner, i.e. PEMEC, PEMFC, and hydrogen stor-

ge in salt caverns. All other conversion and storage technologies were

odeled with the full time resolution of 8760 h (see M2 modeling strat-

gy in Gabrielli et al. [37] for more details). Fig. 4 shows a summary of

he framework in the physical and computational domains. In the fol-
5 
owing paragraphs, we qualitatively describe the key components of the

odel, which is reported as equations in Appendix A . 

Input data. The model uses as input data (i) weather conditions (wind

peed, solar irradiance, and ambient temperature), (ii) energy prices and

iii) carbon rates for energy flows crossing the system boundaries, and

iv) energy demands; all at hourly resolution for one year. This data is

lso spatially resolved as previously described. Another important set of

nput data are (v) technology cost and performance parameters, which

re explained in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 . In the present work, wind speed

nd solar irradiance data was obtained from the Dutch meteorology in-

titute (KNMI) [39,40] . For each node, and because of the small area

er node, the weather station that is closest to the node’s center was

elected. The total historic electricity load for the Netherlands with a

ime resolution of 15 min was obtained from the European network of

ransmission system operators for electricity (ENTSO-E) [41] . The data

as averaged to obtain an hourly profile. In order to spatially distribute

he demand, the annual demands of commercial properties [42] and

omestic buildings [43,44] for each province were used to calculate a

atio-based distribution factor. As a result, the electricity demand pro-

les for the different nodes show the same qualitative trend but different

agnitudes. 

As opposed to the other technologies, the NGCC is not based on de-

ailed models but implemented as electricity import that comes with an

COE and emission factor representative of an NGCC, i.e. 40 EUR/MWh

nd 371 g/kWh, respectively. 

Objective function. The (contrasting) objective functions to be mini-

ized are the total annual costs and the total annual CO 2 emission. The

otal annual costs are composed of the annuitized investment cost, the

peration and maintenance (O&M) as a percentage of the annuitized in-

estment cost, and the costs of electricity import. Although the discount

ate of 10% is the same for all technologies, the lifetime is specific for

ach technology, hence leading to different annuity factors. Production

f carbon-containing energy carriers, e.g. extraction of natural gas or

ynthesis of methane, is not considered in this study, i.e. carbon sources

an only enter the system as imports. Therefore, the emissions are calcu-

ated as the product of the amount of imported energy carrier and their

espective carbon rate. Multi-objective optimization is realized via the

 -constraint method, resulting in Pareto-optimal designs. 

Constraints. Four major classes of constraints are defined in this

odel: (i) performance of energy conversion technologies, (ii) perfor-

ance of energy storage technologies, (iii) energy balances, and (iv)

opographical constraints. For the former two, piecewise affine perfor-

ance approximations are used whenever sensible. Key parameters for

he specific technologies are reported in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 . For details

bout the different technology models, the reader is referred to previous
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Fig. 4. Simplified representation of the physical information flow (top) and its translation into the MILP framework (bottom). 

Table 2 

Summary of economic and technical data of conversion and storage technologies. Operation and Main- 

tenance (O&M) is given as percentage of the annuitized investment cost. The investment cost reported in 

this table is not annuitized. 

Technology Inv. cost [EUR/kW] O&M [%] Lifetime [y] Avg efficiency [%] 

PEMEC 345 5 20 53 

PEMFC 241 8 20 51 

PV 845 4 25 N.A. 

Technology Inv. cost 

[EUR/kWh] 

O&M 

[%] 

Lifetime 

[y] 

Loss [%] 

Charge Discharge Self-discharge 

H 2 cavern 1 5 50 95 95 0 

Battery 150 4 10 96 96 0.05 
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orks using the same simulation tool [31,32,37,45–47] . The modeling

f wind turbines, being a novel contribution of this paper, is treated

eparately in Section 2.4 . 

Constraints arising from topography are of interest for solar and wind

ower installations. Factors like suitable land or available rooftop space

re translated into a maximum size value (see Eq. (21) ), different for

ach node, to be processed by the model. For onshore wind installa-

ions, the available area was considered to be 15% of the total land

48,49] . For the potential of PV installations, the total Dutch rooftop

rea available is allocated over the five onshore nodes in proportion to

he built-up area [50] . Finally, for offshore wind turbine installations,

he area allocated by the Dutch government for 2030 was used [51] . The

ater depth and distance from shore, necessary to calculate the costs of

ffshore turbines, was retrieved from [52] . 

.3. Energy conversion and storage technologies 

The following paragraphs describe assumptions for cost and perfor-

ance parameters related to the conversion and storage technologies

pecific for this study. For details about the technology models, refer-

nces are given. Table 2 summarizes the key economic data and av-

rage efficiencies of the technologies discussed in this section. Tech-

ology costing for future energy systems - especially for technologies

ot currently deployed at scale - is always cumbersome and source of

ncertainty. In this work, we decided to use costing information from

ransparent, detailed, and accessible literature sources, rather than man-

facturer information. While realized values will somehow deviate from

hose used here, especially when accounting for specific market and ge-

graphic conditions, we argue that this does not substantially affect our

ndings (e.g. the system design), which are mainly driven by CO 2 emis-

ion minimization. The absolute cost results should be regarded as in-
6 
icative of the order of magnitude and as an efficient metric to compare

he different designs. 

Electrolyzer and fuel cell. Because of the limited present production

cale, rather than technological maturity, the current prices of elec-

rolyzers and fuel cells are not representative of large-scale deployment.

owever, studies are available for large production scale. The National

enewable Energy Laboratory [53] reports electrolyzer prices at a scale

f 50,000 units of 1 MW annually, based on a cost engineering approach.

histon et al. [54] conducted an expert assessment resulting in an es-

imate for the fuel cell price at a scale of 500,000 units of 80 kW an-

ually. However, neither of those studies paid special attention to the

ifetime, in particular the difference in lifetime between the balance of

lant (BoP) equipment and the cell stack. 

For electrolyzers, starting from the detailed cost breakdown for stack

nd BoP repored in NREL [53] and assuming a lifetime of 20 years for

he BoP equipment and five years for the stack, we discount the costs

or the 3 replacements to get the present value. The total system cost

an then be calculated according to Eq. (2) . 

 system 

= 𝑐 BoP + 𝑐 stack 

3 ∑
𝑖 =0 

1 
(1 + 𝑟 ∗ ) 5 𝑖 

(2) 

here 𝑐 is the present value investment cost and 𝑟 ∗ is the discount rate.

For fuel cells, only the overall system cost are reported in Whiston

t al. [54] . Assuming that electrolyzers and fuel cells have a similar ratio

etween BoP and stack costs, the system cost was split into stack and

oP cost and recalculated using Eq. (2) . The model and performance

arameters can be found in Gabrielli et al. [32] . A summary of the cost

actors is provided in Table 3 . 
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Table 3 

Summary of cost factors for electrolyzers and fuel cells. 

All values in EUR/kW. 

𝑐 BoP 𝑐 stack 𝑐 system Reference 

PEM Electrolyzer 146 89 345 [53] 

PEM Fuel Cell 102 62 241 [53,54] 
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Photovoltaic panels. IRENA [55] reports installed costs for PV in 2019

o be 845 EUR/kW. A lifetime of 25 years is assumed based on common

endor warranties. The installation is limited to suited rooftop spaces,

hich constitute 200 km 

2 in the Netherlands [56] . This rooftop space

as allocated to the different onshore nodes in proportion to the built-up

rea [50] . The limitation to rooftops implies that PV and wind turbines

o not compete for available land. The model and performance param-

ters can be found in Gabrielli et al. [37] . 

Hydrogen storage in salt caverns. According to a report from TNO [33] ,

he Netherlands has a potential for 192.6 million m 

3 of salt caverns. At

 pressure of 100 bar and 50% cushion volume, this equates to roughly

00 PJ of hydrogen. Salt caverns totalling about 3 million m 

3 already

xist in the Netherlands and are currently used for natural gas storage

33] . The costs for hydrogen storage in salt caverns are, despite being

 proven technology, hardly investigated. Argonne National Laboratory

eported to the U.S. Department of Energy costs of 35-38 USD/kg H2 

57] , or roughly 1 EUR/kWh H2 . This value includes the capital costs of

uxiliary equipment like compressors. For the present study, it was as-

umed that the existing volume of 3 million m 

3 comes free of investment

ost (i.e. reusing both cavern and compression station) and expansion

eyond this volume comes at the reported cost. 

For the compression of hydrogen, an electrolyzer outlet pressure of

0 bar and a maximum cavern pressure of 102 bar was assumed [31] . As

 conservative estimate, it was further assumed that hydrogen is always

ompressed to the maximum cavern pressure, independently of the ac-

ual cavern pressure. The pressure ratio of ∼ 2 suggests the use of a single

diabatic compression stage, resulting in an electricity consumption for

ompression of 0.011 kWh e /kWh H2 . The model and performance pa-

ameters not specified herein can be found in Gabrielli et al. [31] . 

Batteries. Based on data from Bloomberg NEF [58] , the costs for

ithium-ion batteries were assumed to be 150 EUR/kWh. The model

nd performance parameters can be found in Gabrielli et al. [37] . 

.4. Modeling of wind turbines 

Wind energy is set to be a key renewable contributor in the power

ransition, and likely the largest in windy climate conditions as those

ound in e.g. the Netherlands, UK, or Denmark. As for the Dutch elec-

ricity mix, a significant amount of infrastructure already exists [59] .

n order to account for these existing turbines as well as new turbines,

e have developed a novel methodology for optimizing wind turbine

ortfolios in MILP. In the following, we elaborate on the general mathe-

atical formulation of the wind turbine model, the treatment of existing

urbines, and the simplifications required to keep the computation time

ithin reasonable bounds. We conclude the section by evaluating the

odel performance and accuracy. 

Mathematical description of wind turbines. The power output of a cer-

ain turbine can be described by its power curve, which is a function

f the rated power, the wind speed at which the turbine starts produc-

ng electricity (cut-in wind speed), the wind speed at which the turbine

eaches its rated power output (rated wind speed), and the wind speed at

hich the turbine has to be stopped (cut-out wind speed). Accordingly,
7 
he power curve is described by Eq. (3) [60] . 

 

max ( 𝑣 ) = 

⎧ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩ 

0 if 𝑣 < 𝑣 in 

𝑃 r 
𝑣 3 − 

(
𝑣 in 

)3 
( 𝑣 r ) 3 − ( 𝑣 in ) 3 

if 𝑣 in ≤ 𝑣 < 𝑣 r 

𝑃 r if 𝑣 r ≤ 𝑣 < 𝑣 out 

0 if 𝑣 ≥ 𝑣 out 

(3) 

here 𝑃 max is the maximum power output, 𝑃 r the rated power output

i.e. the maximum capacity), 𝑣 the wind speed, and 𝑣 in , 𝑣 r and 𝑣 out the

ut-in, rated and cut-out wind speed respectively. Although some tur-

ines are engineered to withstand strong storms for a certain period of

ime, the cut-out wind speed for most turbines is 25 m/s [61] , which is

ssumed here for all turbines, resulting in the power curve to be a func-

ion of three variables. In the Netherlands, wind speeds hardly reach

his limit. In this study, we consider three types of onshore wind tur-

ines for installation of new turbines, namely the Vestas V63 (1.5 MW),

he Siemens SWT2.5 (2.5 MW), and the Vestas V120 (4.5 MW). For the

nstallation of new offshore wind turbines, two types were selected; the

estas V164 (9.5 MW), which is expected to be utilized in the Bors-

ele V windpark [62] , and the Siemens SWT6.0 (6.0 MW). The selected

ffshore turbines are notably larger than currently installed turbines,

hich is intended to reflect the trend towards bigger turbines. The tech-

ical parameters of the wind turbines are summarized in Table 4 . On

op of the five mentioned turbines, the existing Dutch wind turbines are

onsidered as well. 

The power output from wind turbines as imposed by the wind speed

nd described by eq. (3) is the upper limit for the net power output after

urtailment 𝑃 𝑖,𝑡 . Curtailment can be modelled in two ways: continuous

r discrete. Continuous curtailment is implemented via an inequality

nd expressed as 

 𝑖,𝑡 ≤ 𝑃 max 
𝑖 

( 𝑣 𝑡 ) 𝑁 𝑖 (4) 

here 𝑁 is the number of installed turbines and 𝑖 and 𝑡 indicate the tur-

ine type and time instant, respectively. Physically speaking, this for-

ulation says that each turbine can produce any power output up to its

aximum determined by the wind speed. Opposed to this, discrete cur-

ailment ( Eq. (5) ) assumes that a turbine is either shut off or operates

ccording to its power curve. This requires the introduction of a new

nteger variable, namely the number of curtailed turbines 𝑁 

c . 

 𝑖,𝑡 = ( 𝑁 𝑖 − 𝑁 

c 
𝑖,𝑡 
) 𝑃 max 

𝑖 
( 𝑣 𝑡 ) (5) 

hile the two methods converge for large values of 𝑁 , outcomes can

iffer significantly for low values. The methods’ effects on the system

esign and computation time have been investigated and are discussed

elow. 

The number of installed turbines is limited by a maximum value

 

max as well as by the available area. While 𝑁 

max is defined for each

urbine type, all types compete for the same area ( Eqs. (6) and (7) ) 

 𝑖 ≤ 𝑁 

max 
𝑖 

(6) 

𝑖 

𝑁 𝑖 𝜋𝑟 
2 
𝑖 
≤  (7) 

here  is the area designated for wind turbines and 𝑟 the spacing radius

or each wind turbine, i.e. two wind turbines have a minimum spacing of

 𝑟 . This value is not to be mistaken with the rotor diameter. An average

pacing radius for all turbine types of 400 m was assumed which is in

greement with existing wind farms [65,66] , the often referred to rule

f thumb of a spacing of 3–10 rotor diameters applied to a broad set

f turbines [67] , and also with real values presented in NREL [68] . For

patially resolved models like in this work, the number of turbines 𝑁 𝑖 ,

he designated area  , and the wind speed 𝑣 𝑡 are defined for each node

eparately. 

The wind speed at hub height was calculated using the 1/7th power

aw ( Eq. (8) ) [60,67] 

 ( ℎ ) = 𝑣 ( ℎ 0 ) 
( 

ℎ 

ℎ 

) 1∕7 
(8) 
0 
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Table 4 

Summary of wind turbines used in this study. 

Acronym Model Domain 𝑃 r [kW] 𝑣 in [m/s] 𝑣 r [m/s] Reference 

WT-1.5 Vestas V63 onshore 1500 4 16 [63] 

WT-2.5 Siemens SWT2.5 onshore 2500 3 12 [63] 

WT-4.5 Vestas V120 onshore 4500 4 12 [63] 

WT-6.0 Siemens SWT6.0 offshore 6000 3 12 [63] 

WT-9.5 Vestas V164 offshore 9500 3 13 [64] 
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here ℎ is the hub height and ℎ 0 the reference height. Assuming that

he hub height of most future turbines falls into the range of 100 - 150 m

69] , an average hub height ℎ avg to minimize the error in wind speed in

hat range was calculated according to 

in 
ℎ avg 

150 ∑
𝑖 =100 

|||𝑣 ( 𝑖 ) − 𝑣 ( ℎ avg ) 
||| (9) 

he found value of ℎ avg = 123 m was used for all turbines. 

Modeling of diverse wind turbine portfolios. As the installed capacity

f wind turbine grows, correct modeling of existing wind turbine farms

s becoming more and more important. Not only does this allow for

omputing the power and energy output but also for identification of

hose sites that need to be replaced by newer turbines. The amount,

ated capacity, and location of currently installed wind turbines in the

etherlands are publicly available [70] . However, the model described

equires cut-in and rated wind speed on top of the rated power. To esti-

ate these parameters, a database of commercial wind turbines, consist-

ng of (i) manufacturer, (ii) cut-in wind speed, (iii) rated wind speed, and

iv) rated power, was created. Via arithmetic means and linear interpo-

ation and extrapolation, the characteristics of the power curve can then

e retrieved for a given rated power value and manufacturer. The so-

ained information about existing wind turbines contains 121 different

urbines (36 if the location is not treated as distinguishing parameter),

f which a lot are very similar. Hence, the data set was clustered for

hree power curve characteristics using the k-means algorithm [71,72] ,

hich minimizes the sum of point-to-centroid distances. It is important

o keep in mind that the centroids are not picked from the set of ob-

ervations, i.e. they are not necessarily a turbine from the data set (see

73] for further information). This is important since the average perfor-

ance of the clusters should be represented rather than a certain design

arameter. Picking a turbine from the data set, as done for instance by

he k-medoids algorithm, would divert from this purpose. The three di-

ensions (rated power, cut-in, and rated wind speed) were weighted

qually by normalizing them and the squared euclidean distance 𝛿 was

sed as a distance metric 

( ̂𝐱 , ̂𝐜 ) = ( ̂𝐱 − ̂𝐜 )( ̂𝐱 − ̂𝐜 ) ′ (10) 

here ̂𝐱 and ̂𝐜 are row vectors containing the parameters of a turbine and

he centroid, respectively. To avoid local optimality, the clustering was

eplicated 500 times using new initial cluster centroid positions. The

luster quality was evaluated using the silhouette value  𝑖 ( eq. (11) )

74] 

 𝑖 = 

𝑤 𝑖 − 𝑢 𝑖 

max ( 𝑢 𝑖 , 𝑤 𝑖 ) 
(11) 

here 𝑢 𝑖 is the average distance from individual 𝑖 to other individuals of

he same cluster and 𝑤 𝑖 is the average distance from individual 𝑖 to the

ndividuals of the nearest neighboring cluster. According to literature

74] , silhouette values greater than 0.5 indicate acceptably clustered

ata and values greater than 0.7 indicate well clustered data. On the

ther hand, for values below 0.25, absence of substantial structure in

he data is suggested. The findings from this analysis were compared

ith computational time and accuracy of results to draw conclusions

bout the ideal number of clusters. 
8 
Cost models. Attempting to gather precise costs for wind power in-

tallations is a difficult endeavor due to the nature of the market, i.e.

roject offers rather than off-the-rack prices combined with high confi-

entiality. Hence, the models and data presented in this section should

e understood as an estimate to distinguish between the different tur-

ines within this study, rather than calculating commercial costs. The

ramework used in this study considers the total costs to consist of an-

uitized investment cost and operation and maintenance (O&M). For

lready existing turbines, only O&M were considered. The investment

ost for new turbines ( Table 4 ) was divided into turbine price and in-

tallation cost, the latter including foundations, electrical infrastructure,

nstallation, and planning and development. 

The average turbine prices in 2010 (latest value found for the Nether-

ands in open literature) were 1327 EUR/kW and 1970 EUR/kW for

nshore (The Netherlands) and offshore (global), respectively [75] . To

efer those prices to a certain turbine size, the average rated capac-

ty in Europe in 2010 was used which is 1.8 MW onshore [76] and

.0 MW offshore [77] . Due to increasing material requirement, turbine

osts and hence prices increase with rated power. Kikuchi and Ishihara

78] found a quadratic relation between weight, i.e. material require-

ent, and rated power based on three turbines ranging from 2 MW to

0 MW. We use this to define a scaling factor 𝑆𝐹 ( Eq. (12) ) 

𝐹 = −0 . 0064( 𝑃 r ) 2 + 0 . 6983 𝑃 r − 0 . 3708 (12) 

here 𝑃 r is in MW. Assuming a linear relation between weight and price,

he scaling factor was used to calculate the prices for turbines with dif-

erent capacities according to Eq. (13) 

 𝑖 = 

𝑆𝐹 𝑖 

𝑆𝐹 ref 

𝑃 r 
ref 

𝑃 r 
𝑖 

𝑝 ref (13) 

here 𝑝 is the specific price in EUR/kW, 𝑖 indicates the turbine type and

ref’ refers to the reference turbine. Finally, those values were updated

o 2019 using historic and up-to-date data from the International Re-

ewable Energy Agency (IRENA) [55] . The results of this analysis are

ummarized in Table 5 . 

With the price known, the installation cost can be described as a

raction 𝑓 of the total cost 

 

inv 
𝑖 

= 

𝑝 𝑖 

1 − 𝑓 𝑖 
(14) 

here 𝑐 inv 
𝑖 

is the installed cost (or total cost) for turbine 𝑖 . The av-

rage installation cost of onshore turbines is around 25% of the total

ost [75] , i.e. average value of 𝑓 is 0.25. Since the Netherlands show a

ather uniform terrain, it is assumed that the installation cost is location-

ndependent. Furthermore, it was assumed that price and installation

ost scale with the turbine size equally, i.e. 𝑓 is constant. As a result,

is independent of location and turbine type for onshore turbines and

he average value of 0.25 was used. As opposed to onshore turbines, the

nstallation cost of offshore turbines can depend on the location since it

s a strong function of water depth and distance to coast. The European

nvironmental Agency investigated those effects based on a 200 MW

ind farm featuring 2 MW turbines [79] . Using these data, the fraction

f the installation costs on the total costs was derived as a function of

ater depth and distance to shore. The discrete data are provided in the
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Table 5 

Wind turbine prices for 2019 resulting from the model presented in Section 2.4 . 

Onshore Offshore 

Ref WT-1.5 WT-2.5 WT-4.5 Ref WT-6.0 WT-9.5 

Rated power [kW] 1800 1500 2500 4500 3000 6000 9500 

Price [EUR/kW] 852 783 947 1041 1368 1473 1474 

Fig. 5. Effect of the number of clusters on different parameters: (a) Average silhouette value. The data shown is the average of 20 iterations of the clustering described 

in Section 2.4 . (b) Computation time to calculate the minimum system costs at minimum emissions. The stacked areas show the contributions of the two distinct 

optimization steps necessary: (1) minimization of emissions, (2) minimization of cost at minimum emissions. 
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upplementary material and the fitted function is given by 

 = 10 −5 (54860 + 128 . 3 𝑑 − 324 . 8 𝐷 

+ 0 . 525 𝑑 2 + 4 . 172 𝐷𝑑 + 27 . 28 𝐷 

2 ) (15) 

here 𝑑 is the distance to coast in km and 𝐷 is the water depth in

. Again, the factor 𝑓 obtained via Eq. (15) is used for all offshore

urbine sizes. Finally, it is important to note that the underlying data

79] are not based on a multivariate analysis but rather a combination

f two univariate analyses. However, validation with the data presented

y EWEA [77] , i.e. average water depth of 17.4 m and average distance

o shore of 27.1 km, showed that the model agrees with the numbers

resented by IRENA [75] . 

The O&M for onshore wind power is reported to be between 11% and

0% of LCOE and tends to be higher for offshore [75] . Since adaption of

est practices in operation are expected to decrease O&M in the future,

0% and 20% of the annuitized investment cost were assumed for new

nshore and offshore turbines, respectively. For existing turbines, the

uropean average of 38 EUR/kW annually [80] was used for onshore

nd offshore. 

Evaluation of wind turbine model performance. The ideal number of

ind turbine clusters can be decided by considering the computing time

long with the quality of the model outcome. The latter consists of two

mportant dimensions; firstly, the accuracy of the evaluated objective

unction, and secondly, the level of information about the system design

hich depends on the quality of the clusters. Fig. 5 a shows the average

ilhouette value of the whole data set and the average values for the best

nd worst single cluster. The horizontal lines indicate the acceptability

f the silhouette value as described by Kaufman and Rousseeuw [74] .

hile even two clusters show an acceptable average silhouette value,

he worst cluster shows a rather poor value. Starting at ten clusters, also

he worst cluster falls into the acceptable range and for more than 20

lusters, all clusters show a high quality. Furthermore, it is worth noting

hat perfect clustering (  = 1) is achieved at around 30 clusters, which

mplies that adding more clusters adds variables to the system without

ny gains in terms of information content. 
9 
To investigate how the computation time depends on the number of

lusters, the time needed to evaluate the minimum costs at minimum

missions was computed. Here, the minimum emissions design is ob-

ained via the 𝜀 -constraint method, i.e. optimizing for emissions and

ubsequently optimizing for costs while limiting the emissions to the

arlier established minimum. A general trend of increasing computa-

ion time for an increasing number of clusters can be observed, albeit

ith significant fluctuations (see Fig. 5 b). Despite those fluctuations, a

trong increase can be observed from 30 to 31 clusters, which coincides

ith reaching a silhouette value of 1 and is suspected to be caused by the

forementioned increase of number of variables without gain of infor-

ation. Combining the findings led to the choice of 20 clusters as basis

or this study, given that it shows a sufficient cluster quality while main-

aining a reasonable safety margin to the sharp increase in computation

ime with 31 clusters. 

To see how curtailment affects different designs, four Pareto-optimal

oints, evenly spaced from emissions of 0 to 0.34 kg/kWh, were anal-

sed for varying numbers of clusters of turbines (1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 20, 30),

ach with continuous and discrete curtailment. Fig. 6 a shows the stan-

ard deviation of the objectives (cost and emission), due to the different

umbers of clusters as percentage of the average, for the Pareto-optimal

esigns. 

Given that the standard deviation never exceeds 0.1%, it can be con-

luded that the number of clusters does not significantly affect the ob-

ective function; however, for a lower number of clusters the original

et of turbines is not well represented (see Fig. 5 a) and therefore in-

ormation about the system design is limited. Furthermore, the method

f curtailment seems to have little influence on the quality of the re-

ults, which was to be expected due to the high number of installed

urbines. Fig. 6 b shows that the computation time for unconstrained ob-

ective functions, i.e. optimization for costs or emissions without a limit

n the other respective objective, is rather independent of the number

f clusters and method of curtailment, while significant effects of the

umber of clusters can be observed for the optimization of costs with

 limit on emissions. Furthermore, a striking drop in computation time
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Fig. 6. Effect of the number of clusters of turbines and the method of curtailment on an multi-objective optimization using the 𝜖-constraint method to produce four 

Pareto-optimal designs. (a) Standard deviation of the objectives (cost and emission) due to the different numbers of clusters as percentage of the average for the four 

Pareto-optimal designs. (b) Time required to compute the Pareto-optimal designs for different numbers of clusters. 

Fig. 7. (a) Cost-emission Pareto front for the base case. The colored areas show the cost contribution of different technologies. (b) Annual electricity output by 

technology for each Pareto-optimal design. The horizontal dashed line shows the annual electricity end-user demand. 
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oing from nine to ten clusters can be observed. However, this behavior

olds true only when using Gurobi [36] , but could not be reproduced

ith a different commercial solver. This suggests that the computation

ime generally increases continuously with the number of clusters, with

he exception of Gurobi finding advantageous problem structures which

llow for shorter computation times despite a greater number of vari-

bles. The method of curtailment affects the computation time but no

onsistent trend could be identified for this test case. However, a com-

arison of discrete and continuous curtailment for the full-scale base

ase (see Section 3.1 ) shows significantly lower computation time with

ontinuous curtailment. Furthermore, the finding that the method of

urtailment does not significantly affect the objective function nor the

ystem design could be confirmed (data provided in the supplementary

aterial). Hence, continuous curtailment was used for all optimizations.

. Results 

.1. System design for the base case 

The base case considers the Dutch electricity demand but no com-

odity hydrogen demand. Fig. 7 shows the cost-emission Pareto front
10 
nd how different technologies contribute to the total cost ( Fig. 7 a) and

nergy ( Fig. 7 b) for each Pareto-optimal design. 

It can be observed that only the NGCC and a few wind turbines are

sed in the minimum cost design, which results in CO 2 emissions of

.34 kg/kWh. Interestingly, the Pareto front is quite flat on the high-

mission side, i.e. an emission reduction down to 0.14 kg CO 2 /kWh

 ∼40% reduction) is achieved with only 20% additional costs. Two fac-

ors explain this result: (1) existing wind turbines are cheap because only

aintenance cost is accounted for, and (2) new wind turbines are rel-

tively inexpensive as far as no electricity storage is needed, i.e. there

s sufficient NGCC capacity to back up wind turbines at times of low

ind speed. For deep decarbonization, the NGCC becomes increasingly

onstrained by the emission limit. This is compensated for by increasing

ind turbine, solar, and battery installations. It is important to note that

he installed capacity of renewables and batteries depends on the cost

atio. For cheap renewables, oversizing at the expense of increased cur-

ailment reduces the required battery capacity while, for cheap batteries,

urtailment and hence oversizing will be minimized through increased

torage capacity. Finally, the PtH 2 technologies are only installed in the

ero emission design and even then only at a small scale due to the

igh costs of electrolyzer and fuel cell and the low electricity-hydrogen-

lectricity round-trip efficiency (about 30%). This is amplified if stack
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Fig. 8. Graphical summary of the base case designs for minimum emissions (left) and minimum cost (right), each separated into electricity technologies (top) and 

hydrogen technologies (bottom). The pie charts show the conversion technologies and the lines show the networks. The numbers in the top-left corner of each 

quadrant indicate the scale of the pie chart and should be read according to the legend on the right-hand side. 
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osts of 2000 EUR/kW are considered for electrolyzers and fuel cells,

hich is more representative of the situation today. In this case, PEMEC

nd PEMFC capacities are reduced by 81% and 64%, respectively. At the

ame time, the battery capacity is increased by 26% and the wind tur-

ine peak capacity is increased by 7%. Overall, this raises the annuitized

pecific cost to 0.27 EUR/kWh e (+22%). 

.2. Network analysis 

In order to understand the energy flows among the different regions,

he electricity and hydrogen networks were fully resolved for the mini-

um emissions and minimum cost designs (compare with Fig. 7 a). This

as done in a post-processing optimization, where also the associated

etwork costs were computed. 

The initial copper-plate designs provide time-resolved information

bout the sources and sinks in the potential networks (see Fig. 1 ) but

onnectivity of nodes, direction of flow, and magnitude of flow are ne-

lected. To calculate this missing information, the sources and sinks of

ydrogen and electricity were re-balanced through the potential net-

orks as to minimize the product of transported energy and transport
11 
istance as a proxy for transportation cost. The outcome of this optimiza-

ion is shown in Fig. 8 . Most notably, no H 2 technologies and hence no

etwork were installed for the minimum cost design. For the technically

ore demanding minimum emission design, a maximum electricity grid

apacity of 15.2 GW was found for the connection of the central offshore

ind park. For the hydrogen network, a maximum capacity of 7.5 GW

as found for the connection of the northern-most onshore node host-

ng the hydrogen storage. Furthermore, the network utilization of the

ydrogen network is much lower compared to the electricity network.

his is due to the fluctuation in hydrogen production and the lack of lo-

al storage possibilities.The renewable conversion technologies for the

inimum emission design clearly show the importance of having a spa-

ially resolved system, even if the network is modeled as a copper-plate.

hree out of five onshore-nodes do not host any wind turbines as their

ind profiles are inferior to other locations. Moreover, new offshore

ind turbines are preferably built in the center and southern offshore-

ode due to lower investments costs as a result of shorter distance to

hore and lower water depth. 

The costs of the designed networks were calculated using values re-

orted in literature [81] and summarized in Table 6 . 
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Table 6 

Calculation of the transportation costs for electricity and hydrogen based on the post- 

processed network design for the base case shown in Fig. 8 . ∗ ) Taken from [81] , 1 USD = 
0.85 EUR. 

Electricity Hydrogen (pipeline) 

Minimum cost ∗ ) [EUR/km-GWh] 2.3 2.1 

Maximum cost ∗ ) [EUR/km-GWh] 11.1 22.1 

Min. CO 2 Min. cost Min. CO 2 Min. cost 

Transportation cost [M-EUR/y] 30.6–147.7 0.6–2.7 7.2–75.7 0 

Maximum share of system cost [%] 0.61 0.05 0.31 0 

Table 7 

Summary of the system designs for different hydrogen demands, represented in the four columns. 

Demand Base case 50% H 2 100% H 2 150% H 2 200% H 2 

Hydrogen [GWh LHV /y] 0 0.94 · 10 4 1.89 · 10 4 2.83 · 10 4 3.78 · 10 4 

Electricity [GWh e /y] 1.08 · 10 5 1.08 · 10 5 1.08 · 10 5 1.08 · 10 5 1.08 · 10 5 

Total primary electricity [GWh e /y] 1.08 · 10 5 1.26 · 10 5 1.44 · 10 5 1.61 · 10 5 1.79 · 10 5 

Cost 

Annuitized system cost [MEUR/y] 2.41 · 10 4 2.67 · 10 4 3.01 · 10 4 3.45 · 10 4 3.93 · 10 4 

Cost of hydrogen [EUR/kWh LHV ] – 0.27 0.32 0.37 0.40 

Installed capacity 

Wind turbines [units] 8204 8210 8216 8484 9219 

Wind turbines [GW peak ] 31.7 34.2 39.8 47.6 53.7 

Photovoltaics [GW peak ] 28.0 28.0 28.0 28.0 28.0 

Electrolyzer [ GW 

in , peak 
e ] 8.7 14.4 18.4 22.0 27.4 

Electrolyzer [ GW 

out, peak 
LHV ] 4.6 7.7 9.8 11.8 14.6 

Fuel Cell [ GW 

in , peak 
LHV ] 8.6 6.1 5.2 2.7 0 

Fuel Cell [ GW 

out, peak 
e ] 4.4 3.1 2.7 1.4 0 

Battery [GWh e ] 431.3 501.8 576.0 637.4 726.6 

Salt cavern working capacity [GWh LHV ] 6712.6 5572.6 5681.2 5297.0 4878.2 

Salt cavern volume [m 

3 ] 4.30 · 10 7 3.57 · 10 7 3.64 · 10 7 3.39 · 10 7 3.12 · 10 7 

System Utilization 

Primary uncurtailed electricity [GWh e /y] 1.82 · 10 5 1.92 · 10 5 2.12 · 10 5 2.45 · 10 5 2.70 · 10 5 

Primary curtailed electricity [GWh e /y] 1.33 · 10 5 1.44 · 10 5 1.56 · 10 5 1.74 · 10 5 1.97 · 10 5 

Renewable energy utilization [%] 73 75 73 71 73 

System efficiency [%] 59 66 68 66 66 

Average storage time in batteries 𝜏∗ [h] 17.5 20.2 28.3 25.6 17.2 
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It can be seen that for the considered system, the transportation costs

ccount for less than 1% of the total system cost, which suggests that

he copper-plate assumption is reasonable for similar studies. On the

ther hand, it should be noted that the maximum capacity of 15.2 GW

ound for the required electricity grid far exceeds the current capacity

f about 3 GW. Extending the electricity grid is deemed to be a difficult

ndeavor (e.g. with respect to social acceptability), and therefore con-

titutes a potential barrier. While this aspect exceeds the scope of this

ork, it should be kept in mind when interpreting the results. Further-

ore, it is important to notice that due to the copper-plate assumption,

he spatial resolution only affects the wind turbines and photovoltaics

ue to the varying weather profiles, and the hydrogen storage due to

ts specific location in the northern-most onshore node. The location

f electrolyzers, fuel cells, and batteries, however, does not affect the

esults. 

.3. Effect of H 2 demand on the system design and operation 

In future energy systems, H 2 will be required not only for balancing

lectricity from renewables, but also - and mainly - for decarbonizing

everal other sectors [10] . To investigate the effect of a commodity hy-

rogen demand on the energy system design and operation, 50%, 100%,

50%, and 200% of the present hydrogen production of the Port of Rot-

erdam (9.44 TWh LHV /y [82] ) were considered. The hydrogen demand

s equally distributed along the year, which is in line with consider-

ng a demand from industry and transportation. For each demand, the

ystem was optimized for minimum cost at minimum emission consider-

ng a stand-alone case (system supplies hydrogen only, i.e. no end-user

lectricity demand) and an integrated case (system satisfies commodity

ydrogen as well as end-user electricity demand). These two cases allow
12 
s to evaluate the benefits - if any - of sector coupling, e.g. electricity,

ndustry, and transportation. 

Table 7 and Fig. 9 show the system design for different hydrogen

emands. Detailed results of the stand-alone designs are provided in

able 2 of the supplementary material. 

Besides the trivial observation that increasing the hydrogen demand

eads to an increase in primary electricity production, i.e. more PV and

ind turbine installations, Table 7 shows that fuel cells and salt cav-

rns decrease in size while electrolyzers and batteries increase. A better

nderstanding of the system can be gained comparing the integrated

esign ( Table 7 ) and the stand-alone design for the PtH 2 system, which

s shown in Fig. 10 . 

For fuel cells and the salt cavern, the size decreases in the integrated

esign and increases in the stand-alone design until the converge even-

ually for high hydrogen demands. Contrary to this, the size of elec-

rolyzers increases in both the integrated and the stand-alone designs.

owever, looking at the hydrogen production from the electrolyzers

see Fig. 10 d), it can be seen that the production approaches the de-

and, implying that the amount of hydrogen converted back to electric-

ty decreases. The behaviour of those three technologies, together with

he increase in battery size, leads to the conclusion that the purpose of

he PtH 2 system shifts from electricity storage to hydrogen production

or high hydrogen demands. This can be explained by the higher effi-

iency for electricity-to-hydrogen compared to electricity-to-hydrogen-

o-electricity, i.e. the primary electricity is utilized in a more efficient

anner. The trade-off between PtH 2 and batteries depends on the in-

rease in the average storage time ( 𝜏∗ ), and hence self-discharge losses,

n the batteries. In the case at hand, 𝜏∗ varies between 17.2 h and 28.3 h.

his narrow window of variation and small magnitude (i.e. hours rather

han days), as well as the very pronounced shift of the PtH system to hy-
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Fig. 9. Graphical summary of the integrated copper plate designs for different hydrogen demands, optimized for minimum cost at minimum emission. Each scenario 

is separated into electricity technologies (top) and hydrogen technologies (bottom). The pie charts show the conversion technologies. The numbers in the top-left 

corner of each quadrant indicate the scale of the pie chart. 

13 
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Fig. 10. Sizes of the PtH 2 technologies as a function of the hydrogen demand. (a) Cavern working capacity (b) Fuel cell input capacity (c) Electrolyzer input capacity 

(d) Hydrogen production. 

Fig. 11. Utilization of renewables as a function of the power spectrum. (a) Integrated designs for a full year, 20 typical days, and different hydrogen demands. (b) 

Base case for 70 days and different number of typical days. 
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rogen production indicate that the system does not experience strong

easonality, which is in line with typical electricity profiles and constant

ommodity hydrogen demand. 

The utilization of primary electricity does not significantly depend

n the hydrogen demand (see Fig. 11 a). 

An increase in utilization can only be observed for peak-power pro-

uction, which indicates that hydrogen is mainly produced at those

imes. Further evidence for this conclusion lies in the installed capac-

ty of the electrolyzer. Fig. 10 c and d show that the electrolyzer ca-

acity installed in the integrated design is significantly larger than in

he stand-alone design, despite similar production for high hydrogen

emands. The reason for this is that the electrolyzer in the integrated

esign mainly utilizes power peaks and hence needs a greater capacity,

hile the electrolyzer in the stand-alone design utilizes the full spectrum

nd extreme events can be curtailed in favor of a smaller installed ca-
14 
acity. To facilitate the former behavior, and therefore operate properly

n a power-integrated system, electrolyzers require significant operation

exibility. 

It should be noted that this operation flexibility of the PtH 2 tech-

ologies is affected by the chosen modeling approach of typical days.

hrough using a limited set of fixed operating patterns to model the full

ear, the flexibility is significantly constrained. While the electrolyzer

nd the fuel cell can react to peaks in supply or demand, i.e. from a

echnical point of view they possess sufficient flexibility, the modeling

trategy allows only for 20 ways of doing so (20 operating patterns ac-

ording to 20 typical days). 

To better understand the impact of this, the base case system (with-

ut hydrogen demand) was analyzed for a reduced time horizon of 70

ays, which allowed to simulate the PtH 2 technologies with high degrees

f flexibility by increasing the number of typical days used to model
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Fig. 12. Power spectrum utilization of (a) batteries and (b) electrolyzers for varying electrolyzer flexibility based on optimizations with a time horizon of 70 days 

and different number of typical days. 

Fig. 13. Different parameters as a function of the annual primary electricity demand. (a) System cost including a cost breakdown. (b) Utilization, storage loss, and 

system efficiency. The annotations in the bottom graph show the share of primary electricity demand caused by the hydrogen demand. 
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hem. The more typical days are used, the more the PtH 2 technologies

re free to operate according to the demand/input profiles; no numeri-

al constraints are present if the number of typical days equals the time

orizon, i.e. 70 days. All other technologies are modeled with full time

esolution and are therefore not affected. An analysis with four typical

ays was run to represent the situation for the full year, as the ratio

etween typical days and time horizon is the same. However, potential

ffects on seasonality cannot be observed on this short time horizon. 

Fig. 11 b shows how the utilization, especially for the high end of

he power spectrum, increases with increasing number of typical days.

 result of the increased utilization is that the installed capacity of wind

urbines and PV decreases, making the power spectrum narrower. How-

ver, while almost perfect utilization over the full spectrum is achieved

or 70 typical days, adding PtH 2 technologies with only 4 typical days

as hardly any effect. This suggests that the impact of hydrogen demand

n the utilization ( Fig. 11 a) could be higher without the constraint of

ypical days, calling for more elaborate modeling approaches. 

The operation of the PtH 2 technologies is not only affected by the

odeling approach but also by the interaction with other technologies.

ooking at which parts of the power spectrum are used to charge the

atteries or drive the electrolyzers ( Fig. 12 ), it can be seen that the two

echnologies are complementary if the electrolyzer is free to operate ac-
15 
ording to the full time profiles (yet within the technological constraints

onsidered). 

While hydrogen is produced at times of high-power peaks, batter-

es tend to use the middle part of the power spectrum for charging. If

he flexibility of the electrolyzer gets constrained, the regimes mix up,

.e. the electrolyzer increasingly utilizes the lower parts of the power

pectrum while battery charging shifts towards the higher end of the

pectrum (note that batteries are always modeled with full time reso-

ution). This is also reflected in the battery size and system costs; the

ffect of adding PtH 2 with four typical days to the system is negligible,

educing the battery size from 616 GWh to 614 GWh and the system

ost from 1.299 EUR/kWh to 1.297 EUR/kWh. However, increasing the

ypical days from four to 70 reduces the battery size to 16.25 GWh and

he system cost to 0.54 EUR/kWh. 

It can be noted that the cost of hydrogen in the full-scale design

ound in Table 7 , which is calculated as the added cost (compared to the

ase case) per unit added hydrogen demand, increases with increasing

ydrogen demand. The origin of this trend lies in the system operation

nd is explained in the following. 

At first, the role of hydrogen transitions from electricity storage

o supply of demand ( Fig. 10 d). As a result, the storage losses drop

 Fig. 13 b) due to decreasing fuel cell conversion losses ( Fig. 14 ). Due
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Fig. 14. Absolute annual storage loss for the different hydrogen demand sce- 

narios. 
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o the rather constant utilization, this drop leads to an increase in sys-

em efficiency. The long-term storage task of PtH 2 is taken over by the

atteries, increasing the average time of electricity stored. Once hydro-

en is not used for electricity storage anymore, no more gains can be

btained through minimizing the losses from the fuel cell by reducing

ts operation and hence the system needs to expand more radically. This

s mainly achieved through installations of new wind turbines and bat-

eries ( Fig. 13 a). The batteries, while increasing their average time of

lectricity stored at first, decrease this time now as a result of more en-

rgy being stored for shorter periods of time. This leads to an increase

n charge and discharge losses while the self-discharge stays rather con-

tant ( Fig. 14 ). However, the increase is proportionate to the increase

n primary energy demand and hence, the relative storage loss remains

ather constant around 10%. Consequently, the system efficiency sta-

ilizes, which shows that the increase in primary electricity demand

s entirely covered by system expansion. However, maintaining the effi-

iency becomes increasingly costly due to the increasing battery require-

ents, explaining the increase of cost of hydrogen. This let us conclude

hat the more hydrogen needs to be produced (continuously) from non-

ispatchable renewables, the higher the total and specific cost. 

. Conclusion and recommendations 

In this work, we present a spatially and temporally resolved MILP

ptimization of a fully renewable, wind-dominated, zero-emission en-

rgy system to supply the Dutch electricity and hydrogen demand. The

ptimization’s purpose is to understand the respective roles of, but also

he interaction between, PtH 2 , batteries, and conversion technologies in

he system. This is possible thanks to the detailed underlying technology

odels and the hourly resolution over an analysis period of one year.

hile most of the technology models used in the optimization frame-

ork have been published elsewhere, an approach to model large wind

urbine portfolios was developed and presented in this work. We show

hat the applied clustering algorithm allows to reduce the portfolio size

ithout significant loss of information. Furthermore, a cost model for

ffshore wind turbines, accounting for distance to shore and water depth

s included in the wind turbine model. 

To pinpoint the role of hydrogen and its related technologies, differ-

nt hydrogen demands were applied. The following conclusions can be

rawn - it should be noted that the findings are specific to cases with

imilar boundary conditions (wind-dominated systems and similar cost

ssumptions) and should not be generalized or blindly applied to other

ases: 

• With increasing hydrogen demand, the PtH 2 system is preferably

used to produce hydrogen, rather than storing electricity, i.e. hy-

drogen is not converted back to electricity. Moreover, the cost of
16 
hydrogen increases with increasing hydrogen demand as a result of

increasingly costly system expansion. 
• Electrolyzers preferably utilize high-power peaks. Complementary,

batteries tend to cover moments of minor over-production. 
• Due to the preferred utilization of high-power peaks, PtH 2 technolo-

gies are best operated when free to follow the real hourly profile

while considering the full year horizon. From a modeling point of

view, this calls for new methods for time discretization within MILP

optimization, where an hourly resolved full year horizon can be han-

dled without recurring to super computing facilities. From a tech-

nical point of view, it calls for electrolyzers to flexibly adapt their

operation to the time-dependent specifics of the system. 
• A steady-state operation of electrolyzers, enabled by batteries bal-

ancing the electricity production, was not found to be optimal on a

national level. However, individual interests of different actors were

not taken into account in this work, i.e. steady-state operation could

be beneficial for certain parties at the expense of diverging from the

national optimum. 
• We recommend to critically reassess the role of H 2 as storage

medium for electricity in a hydrogen economy. While this work is

not suited as basis for final decisions as it lacks details about regula-

tory and economic effects as well as a large enough set of different

H 2 supply chains, it clearly shows that the conversion of H 2 to elec-

tricity to balance the grid is not favored if a commodity hydrogen

demand is present. 
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ppendix A. Model formulation 

This section reports the detailed problem formulation, as an addition

o Section 2.2 . The problem features three main dimensions: (i) time

 ∈  , where  = [1 , 𝑇 ] is the set of all time instances and 𝑇 = 8760 is
he analysis horizon, (ii) space as discrete nodes 𝑛 ∈  , where  is the

et of all nodes and 𝑁 = 8 is the number of nodes, and (iii) technologies

 ∈  , where  is the set of all technologies. 

1. Objective functions 

The objective functions of the optimization problem are the total

nnual cost of the system, 𝜒𝑐 , or the total annual CO 2 emissions, 𝜒𝑒 . The

ormer is compiled as the sum of the annual capital cost, 𝐽 c , the annual

peration cost, 𝐽 o , and the annual maintenance cost, 𝐽 m . 

𝑐 = 𝐽 c + 𝐽 o + 𝐽 m (16) 

https://doi.org/10.13039/100010661
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he annual capital cost is expressed as 

 c = 

∑
𝑗∈ 

∑
𝑖 ∈ 

(
𝜆𝑖 𝑆 𝑖,𝑗 + 𝜇𝑖 

)
𝑎 𝑖 (17) 

here 𝜆𝑖 and 𝜇𝑖 represent the variable and fixed cost coefficients for

he 𝑖 -th technology. The equivalent annual investment cost is computed

hrough the annuity factor 𝑎 , where an interest rate of 10% is considered.

he annual operation cost is calculated based on the amount of imported

lectricity during the year: 

 o = 

∑
𝑛 ∈ 

∑
𝑡 ∈ 

𝑝 𝑒 𝑈 𝑛,𝑡 (18)

here 𝑝 𝑒 is the price of electricity, i.e. the LCOE of an NGCC

40 EUR/MWh). The annual maintenance cost is given as a fraction 𝜓

f the annual capital cost 

 m = 

∑
𝑛 ∈ 

∑
𝑖 ∈ 

𝜓 𝑖 𝐽 𝑐,𝑛,𝑖 (19)

Since no carbon-emitting technologies are considered in the system,

𝑒 is entirely determined by the amount of electricity imported 

𝑒 = 

∑
𝑛 ∈ 

∑
𝑡 ∈ 

𝑒𝑈 𝑛,𝑡 (20) 

here 𝑒 is the emission factor of imported electricty, i.e. the emission

actor of an NGCC (371 g/kWh). 

2. Decision variables 

The following decision variables are obtained as outputs of the opti-

ization problem: 

i. The size of the installed technologies, 𝑆 ∈ ℝ 

𝑁 (except for wind tur-

bines, where 𝑆 ∈ ℕ 

𝑁 since the size is expressed as number of tur-

bines). Note that determining 𝑆 (greater than zero if a technology is

selected) also implies selecting the technologies. 

ii. The on/off status for PEMEC and PEMFC, x ∈ {0 , 1} 𝑁×𝑇 . 

ii. The input power, F ∈ ℝ 

𝑁×𝑇 , and output power, P ∈ ℝ 

𝑁×𝑇 , of the

available technologies. 

v. The stored energy in the storage technologies, E ∈ ℝ 

𝑁×𝑇 

v. The output power of the NGCC, modeled as imported electrical

power U ∈ ℝ 

𝑁×𝑇 . 

The operation of PEMEC, PEMFC, and the H 2 storage (decision vari-

bles ii and part of iii) is modeled through 20 typical design days unless

tated otherwise, whereas the operation of all other conversion and stor-

ge technologies and the imported electricity (decision variable iv and

) are determined at every hour of the year. 

3. Constraints 

The optimization constraints can be divided into two categories: 

i. Performance of conversion and storage technologies. Three different

types of technologies are considered in the framework, namely

generic conversion technologies, renewable conversion technologies

(solar and wind), and storage technologies. The performance of each

type is formulated in a different way. However, they all have a con-

strained size 

𝑆 min 
𝑖 

𝜎𝑖,𝑛 ≤ 𝑆 𝑖,𝑛 ≤ 𝑆 max 
𝑖 

𝜎𝑖,𝑛 (21) 

where 𝑆 𝑖,𝑛 is the size of technology 𝑖 at node 𝑛 , 𝜎𝑖,𝑛 is a binary deter-

mining whether technology 𝑖 is installed at node 𝑛 , and 𝑆 min 
𝑖 

and

𝑆 max 
𝑖 

are the user-defined minimum and maximum sizes of tech-

nology 𝑖 . Note that the minimum and maximum sizes could easily

be defined per node within the proposed optimization framework if

necessary. 

The performance of generic conversion technologies is described by

linear or piecewise linear functions 

𝑃 𝑡,𝑖,𝑛,𝑘 ≤ 𝑓 𝑖,𝑘 ( 𝐹 𝑡,𝑖,𝑛 , 𝑆 𝑖,𝑛 , 𝑥 𝑡,𝑖,𝑛 , Θ𝑖,𝑘 ) (22) 
17 
where 𝑃 is the output, 𝑓 is the linear function, 𝐹 is the fuel input (e.g.

in the form of hydrogen), 𝑥 is the ON/OFF status, and Θ is the set of

performance parameters; 𝑡 , 𝑖 , 𝑛 , and 𝑘 indicate the time, technology,

node, and energy carrier produced, respectively. The fuel input is

constrained by minimum and maximum values which are a function

of the size. 

𝐹 min 
𝑖 

( 𝑆 𝑖,𝑛 ) ≤ 𝐹 𝑡,𝑖,𝑛 ≤ 𝐹 max 
𝑖 

( 𝑆 𝑖,𝑛 ) (23) 

Details about the linear functions 𝑓 , 𝐹 min 
𝑖 

, and 𝐹 max 
𝑖 

for different

technologies can be found in the references provided in the respec-

tive paragraph in Section 2.3 . 

For solar and wind power installations, the power output depends on

the solar/wind availability and the technology efficiency. Note that

as the solar/wind input is not optimized but assigned by the me-

teorologic conditions, there is no need to adopt linear input-output

equations. Moreover, curtailing the power output is permitted by the

performance constraint 

𝑃 𝑡,𝑖,𝑛 ≤ 𝑃 max 
𝑡,𝑖,𝑛 

( 𝑆 𝑖,𝑛 , Θ𝑖 , Φ𝑡,𝑛 ) (24) 

where 𝑃 max is the maximum power output for given weather condi-

tions Φ at node 𝑛 and installed size 𝑆. 

The energy content 𝐸 𝑡,𝑖,𝑛 of storage technology 𝑖 at node 𝑛 and time

𝑡 can be described as 

𝐸 𝑡,𝑖,𝑛 = 𝐸 𝑡 −1 ,𝑖,𝑛 (1 − Δ) − Π𝑆 𝑖,𝑛 𝑔 𝑡,𝑖,𝑛 ( 𝑇 amb ) + 𝜂in 𝐸 

in 
𝑡,𝑖,𝑛 

− 

1 
𝜂out 

𝐸 

out 
𝑡,𝑖,𝑛 

(25) 

where Δ and Π are self-discharge coefficients, 𝑔 accounts for the in-

fluence of the ambient temperature 𝑇 amb (if relevant), and 𝜂in and

𝜂out are the charging and discharging efficiency, respectively. Fur-

thermore, size and periodicity constraints have to be fulfilled 

0 ≤ 𝐸 𝑡,𝑖,𝑛 ≤ 𝑆 𝑖,𝑛 (26) 

𝐸 0 = 𝐸 𝑇 (27) 

where 𝑇 is the last time instance of the analyzed period. Finally, the

maximum charging rate 𝑃 in and discharging rate 𝑃 out is limited as 

𝑃 in 
𝑡,𝑖,𝑛 

≤ 

𝑆 𝑖,𝑛 

𝜏 in 
𝑖 

(28) 

𝑃 out 
𝑡,𝑖,𝑛 

≤ 

𝑆 𝑖,𝑛 

𝜏out 
𝑖 

(29) 

where 𝜏 in/out is the number of time intervals required to completely

charge (in) or discharge (out) the storage medium. 

ii. Energy balances . The considered energy carriers are electricity and

hydrogen. In particular, electricity can be produced by wind tur-

bines, PV, and fuel cells, imported (from a hypothetical NGCC-plant),

stored in batteries, and consumed by electrolyzers. Hydrogen can be

produced by electrolyzers, stored in salt caverns, and consumed by

fuel cells. Both energy carriers can be delivered to supply an end-user

demand. The sum of imported and generated power must equal the

used power for all energy carriers 𝑘 , for all time intervals 𝑡 ∈ {1 , 𝑇 } :

∑
𝑛 ∈ 

[ ∑
𝑖 ∈ 

(
𝑃 𝑘,𝑛,𝑖,𝑡 − 𝐹 𝑘,𝑛,𝑖,𝑡 

)
+ 𝑈 𝑘,𝑛,𝑡 − 𝐿 𝑘,𝑛,𝑡 

] 

= 0 (30)

Here, 𝑖 indicates the 𝑖 -th technology, 𝑛 indicates the 𝑛 -th node, 𝑈 the

imported energy, 𝑃 the generated energy, 𝐹 the energy consumed

by storage or conversion technologies, and 𝐿 the end-users demand.

4. Network design 

For the post-processing network design, a second linear program (LP)

as compiled to minimize the objective 𝜒NW 

NW 

= 

∑
𝑚 ∈ 

𝑚 ≠𝑛 

∑
𝑛 ∈ 

𝑛 ≠𝑚 

( 

 𝑘,𝑛,𝑚 

∑
𝑡 ∈ 

𝜉𝑘,𝑛,𝑚,𝑡 

) 

(31) 
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here the decision variable 𝜉𝑘,𝑛,𝑚,𝑡 is the flow of energy carrier 𝑘 from

ode 𝑛 to node 𝑚 at time 𝑡 , and  𝑘,𝑛,𝑚 is the distance between the nodes

or a certain energy carrier. This LP is subject to the following constraints

𝑘,𝑛,𝑚,𝑡 − 𝜉𝑘,𝑚,𝑛,𝑡 + 

∑
𝑖 ∈ 

(
𝑃 𝑘,𝑛,𝑖,𝑡 − 𝐹 𝑘,𝑛,𝑖,𝑡 

)
+ 𝑈 𝑘,𝑛,𝑡 − 𝐿 𝑘,𝑛,𝑡 = 0 (32)

𝑛,𝑚,𝑡 ≥ 0 ∀ ( 𝑛, 𝑚 ) ∈  , 𝑡 ∈  (33) 

𝑘,𝑛,𝑚,𝑡 = 0 ∀ 𝛼𝑛,𝑚 = 0 (34) 

here 𝛼𝑛,𝑚 is the connectivity between nodes 𝑛 and 𝑚 . Note that 𝑃 , 𝐹 , 𝑈

nd 𝐿 are given by the energy system optimization and the only decision

ariable is 𝜉. 

ppendix B. Concepts and terminology 

Average time of electricity stored in batteries. In order to have a measure

hat allows to compare the operation of batteries in different scenarios,

he concept of average time of electricity stored, 𝜏∗ , is introduced. It

escribes the time that a unit of electricity is stored on average in order

o justify the total self-discharge compared to the total input. The self-

ischarge loss 𝐿 

SDC 
𝑡 

after 𝑡 periods for an initial energy input 𝐸 

in 
0 at 𝑡 = 0

an be formulated as 

 

SDC 
𝑡 

= 𝜂in 𝐸 

in 
0 
(
1 − ( 1 − Δ) 𝑡 

)
= 𝜂in 𝐸 

in 
0 
(
1 − 𝜆𝑡 

)
(35) 

here Δ and 𝜂in are the self-discharge coefficient and the charging ef-

ciency, respectively. This expression can be abstracted to an annual

alance 

𝑡 

𝐿 

SDC 
𝑡 

= 𝐿 

SDC 
tot = 𝜂in 𝐸 

in 
tot 

(
1 − 𝜆𝜏

∗ 
)

(36) 

here 𝐸 

in 
tot is the sum of all electricity input in the analyzed time period.

rom this formulation, 𝜏∗ can be extracted as 

∗ = 

log 
( 

1 − 

𝐿 SDC 
tot 

𝜂in 𝐸 in tot 

) 

log ( 𝜆) 
(37) 

his must not be mistaken with the storage periodicity, e.g. 𝜏∗ = 24 does

ot necessarily imply a profile with daily periodicity. 

Curtailment. The act of reducing the power delivery from PV and

ind turbines, i.e. the curtailed output is less than the maximum output

llowed by the weather conditions. As a parameter, it describes the share

f electricity not exploited. 

Renewable energy utilization. The share of electricity from PV and

ind turbines that is actually delivered. The sum of curtailment and

tilization is 1. 

Uncurtailed power. The maximum power output from PV and wind

urbines for given weather conditions. 

Primary electricity demand. The sum of electricity demand and

lectricity-equivalent hydrogen demand. The electricity-equivalent hy-

rogen demand is calculated using the electrolyzer efficiency reported

n Table 2 . 

System efficiency. The fraction of primary electricity demand over

ncurtailed power. 

Conversion of monetary units. 1 USD = 0.85 EUR. 

upplementary material 

Supplementary material associated with this article can be found, in

he online version, at 10.1016/j.adapen.2021.100032 
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